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Ring shout

A shout or ring shout is an ecstatic, transcendent religious ritual, first
practiced by African slaves in the West Indies and the United States, in
which worshipers move in a circle while shuffling and stomping their feet
and clapping their hands. Despite the name, shouting aloud is not an
essential part of the ritual.

en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ring_shout
Ring shout - Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Ring shout - Wikipedia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ring_shout
A shout or ring shout is an ecstatic, transcendent religious ritual, first practiced by African
slaves in the West Indies and the United States, in which worshipers move in a circle
while shuffling and stomping their feet and clapping their hands. Despite the name,
shouting aloud is not an essential part of the ritual.
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shouting aloud is not an essential part of the ritual.

Description · Origin · Influence

Santa Barbara Ringshout Project
www.ringshout.org
Ring Shout was a dance-like form of Christian worship done by African-American slaves,
mostly before the Civil War. It involves moving in a counterclockwise circle, singing,
clapping, stomping and beating on the floor rhythmically with a stick or broom.

Links · Videos · Books · What is Ringshout · Clapping Lessons · Sticking Lessons

Images of ring shout
bing.com/images

See more images of ring shout

Plantation Dance/Ring Shout | African/African-American ...
https://www.pbslearningmedia.org/resource/afriam.arts.dance.plantation
Plantation Dance/Ring Shout | African/African-American Culture The Plantation
Dance/Ring Shout represents a style of dance and music found in African slave
communities on plantations in the southern United States, Caribbean Islands, and other
locations. This plantation dance, or juba (giouba) dance, was often danced in a group â€¦

What is Ringshout? - Santa Barbara Ringshout Project
www.ringshout.org/What-is-Ringshout
Ring Shout was worship. It was less like performing in a church choir and more like
praying. The singing, clapping and rhythmic movements were an act of prayer. In the
African tribal traditions people sang all the time. Singing was as common to them as
listening to recorded music is to us. It was a part of the simplest daily activities.

The Ring Shout - Dictionary definition of The Ring Shout
...
https://www.encyclopedia.com/.../ring-shout
The Ring Shout has its origins in a dance form indigenous to much of Central and West
Africa, in which the dancers move in a counterclockwise circle. "Wherever in Africa the
counterclockwise dance ceremony was performed," Sterling Stuckey wrote, "the dancing
and singing were directed to the ...

Videos of ring shout
bing.com/videos

See more videos of ring shout

Plantation Dance Ring Shout - YouTube
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NQgrIcCtys0

May 01, 2016 · Georgia Geechee Gullah Ring Shouters.
How banning the African drum gave birth to American
music | Chris Johnson | TEDxHudson - Duration: 9:46.…
TEDx Talks 20,528 â€¦Author: mhenrystl
Views: 13K

Ring Shout | Definition of Ring Shout by Merriam-Webster
https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/ring shout
Ring shout definition is - a dance of African origin done by slaves and revivalists in which
all form a circle and shuffle counterclockwise usually with much shouting.

Ring shout | Define Ring shout at Dictionary.com
www.dictionary.com/browse/ring--shout
Ring shout definition, a group dance of West African origin introduced into parts of the
southern U.S. by black revivalists, performed by shuffling counterclockwise in a circle
while answering shouts of a preacher with corresponding shouts, and held to be, in its
vigorous antiphonal patterns, a source in the development of jazz. See more.
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The Ringshout & the Birth
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YouTube · 7/18/2009 ·
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YouTube · 1/30/2012 ·
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McIntosh County
Shouters Masters of the

YouTube · 2/23/2010 ·
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Ring-shout - definition of ring-shout by The Free â€¦
https://www.thefreedictionary.com/ring-shout
For example, the ring-shout is a circular dance originally used in worship by African
American slaves, which Avey witnesses as a child on Tatem and later sees reconfigured
in the "Carriacou Tramp.

Ring Shout Wheel About | Amazon Official Site
www.amazon.com/books
AD Browse & Discover Thousands of Book Titles, for Less.
Ring Shout, Wheel About: The Racial Politics of Music and Dance in North American ...
Read Ratings & Reviews · Explore Amazon Devices · Shop Our Huge Selection

8.0/10  (6,727 reviews)

Ring Shout Wheel About
Ring-Shout.stuccu.com
AD Ring Shout Wheel About 70% Off. Free shipping, in stock. Buy now!
Stuccu: Best Deals on ring shout wheel about. Up To 70% off
Special Discounts · Compare Prices · Up to 70% off · Free Shipping
Types: Electronics, Toys, Fashion, Home Improvement, Power tools, Sports equipment
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